
 

UNLOCKING CATALYTIC CAPITAL: 
COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT (CRA) 
Thanks to generous support from the Tipping Point Fund on Impact Investing, the Sorenson Impact Center authored a series of 
three white papers exploring federal policy options to scale the impact investing market by unlocking catalytic capital. Please 
see the full paper for this policy and others at https://www.sorensonimpact.com/policies-unlock-catalytic-capital 

 
The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) has the potential to increase catalytic capital in support of low- and 
moderate-income communities (LMI). This proposal explores ways in which CRA could expand the pool of 
catalytic capital providers and enhance LMI community investment readiness, with particular attention to 
dramatic shifts in the financial sector since the CRA was enacted more than 40 years ago, as well as the current 
context of CRA Modernization efforts (see full white paper for more details).  
 

 

 
PROPOSED POLICIES 
 

Within our CRA white paper, we provide three recommendations with the primary goal of unlocking and 
facilitating catalytic capital through modernization and clarification of qualifying activity. Each of the policy 
options intends to bring CRA-regulated entities into the impact investing market. 
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CRA: A MECHANISM FOR GROWTH 
  CRA FUNDAMENTALS 

 

Bank evaluation: Banks are evaluated and 
given a rating based on their performance in 
meeting the credit needs of local communities 
in which they are chartered. 
 

Regulating bodies: The three federal CRA 
regulators are the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency (OCC), the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Federal 
Reserve System (FRS).  
 

CRA Ratings: Banks are assigned one of four 
ratings: Outstanding, Satisfactory, Needs to 
Improve, and Substantial Noncompliance.  
 

Three categories evaluated: Lending, 
Investment, and Services.* 
 

When Ratings Matter: CRA-regulated entities 
submit CRA ratings when applying for mergers, 
acquisitions, or new branch openings. 
 

*Prior to May 2020 OCC CRA Modernization. 

The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) was enacted in 1977 as an 
affirmative obligation to “encourage federally insured banks and 
thrifts to help meet the credit needs of their communities, including 
LMI neighborhoods, in a manner consistent with safe and sound 
banking practices.” CRA was designed to directly prevent redlining, 
encourage community investment, and allow communities to recover 
by providing equal access to credit.  
 
LEVERAGING CRA FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY & RESILIENCE 
 

Modifications to CRA can ensure historically marginalized  
communities have access to banking and other financial services 
including insurance (required for mortgage and automobile 
purchase), savings, money transmittal, and securities services on 
non-predatory terms. In the context of COVID-19 and ongoing efforts 
to modernize, CRA presents a powerful tool to support equitable 
economic recovery and future resiliency. 

 

UNLOCKING CATALYTIC CAPITAL 
Catalytic Capital definition: Investment capital that is patient, flexible, risk-tolerant, and sometimes concessionary. Catalytic capital 
enables either or both third-party traditional capital investment or follow-on investment that would not otherwise be possible. 

Changes to CRA could have a profound impact on financial 
institutional spending. In addition to unlocking existing 
capital (figures right), the CRA has proven to be a powerful 
instrument to channel funds. For example, a total of $55 
billion of CRA capital went through CDFIs in 2013 alone.  

$482bn 
 
$103bn 

OCC estimate of total CRA-qualifying 
lending, 2017 (4.7% of total bank deposits) 

 
Community development mortgage lending, 
2018. Largest category of CRA expenditures  

While the following policies have significant potential to unlock catalytic capital from banks and other financial 
institutions, our white paper explores additional considerations for  CRA that might be required to incentivize 
changes to the behavior of CRA-regulated entities (i.e. to incentivize participation in catalytic capital transactions). 
These considerations include the ratings and evaluations process, consensus among regulators, and need for 
additional incentives outside of the CRA. 
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01     Policy #1: Expand the CRA to include the non-bank financial sector.
 

 
 

02     Policy #2: Define catalytic capital investments as a qualifying activity under CRA.
 

 

03     Policy #3: Define qualifying CRA expenditures on technical assistance that support 
Community Readiness Activities. 
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Modernize the CRA to 
capture financial institutions 
beyond banks and extend 
essential consumer 
products to LMI consumers 
equitably.  

We propose legislative action to enact a staged expansion of the CRA to include 
non-bank financial entities, beginning with credit unions and if successful, 
expansion of CRA-like regulation to mortgage companies, online lenders, 
student-loan servicers, and possibly insurance companies. Massachusetts 
successfully expanded state regulation to build on CRA, by including banks, 
independent mortgage companies and credit unions, which can serve as a model 
for expansion at the federal level.  

 

 

Potential Impact: To equitably extend essential consumer products to LMI consumers (including transaction, 
credit, savings, investments, and insurance services), the CRA should be modernized to account for significant 
changes in how consumers access financial services. 

75%  of national financial  
assets currently held in 
non-bank financial 
institutions in the U.S. 

$71bn  of business lending 
performed by credit 
unions in 2018, up 
from $4bn in 2000 

56%  of home loans made 
by independent 
mortgage companies, 
2019 

58%  of refinance loans 
made by independent 
mortgage companies, 
2019 

Leverage CRA to fill 
capital gaps, 
particularly equity and 
equity-equivalent 
capital, in the impact 
investing market. 

We propose a regulatory clarification to the existing and proposed CRA regulation, which 
determines qualifying CRA provision of catalytic capital (see white paper). We 
recommend CRA regulations allow for greater innovation and use of catalytic capital, 
particularly the provision of equity and equity-equivalent capital into financial 
intermediaries that better serve LMI communities. This recommendation may also include 
provision of what is known as “second-chance” capital. Consistent with existing CRA 
regulation, any provision of catalytic capital should be done in line with safe and sound 
banking practices. 

Potential Impact: These clarifications within CRA will give CRA-regulated entities flexibility and incentive to engage in 
innovative and/or non-traditional CRA transactions, particularly within community development. This could include 
provision of equity equivalent investments (such as EQ2) to support liquidity of financial intermediaries, broader 
participation in pay for success transactions, and use of other financial tools such as Opportunity Zones.  

Provide 
technical and 
strategic 
support through 
CRA to connect 
communities to 
capital. 

Community-led economic development creates more 
resilient and inclusive economies. However, 
communities often lack the capacity to develop and 
implement strategic or innovative economic 
development plans. In addition, CRA transactions with 
high community impact are often not approved 
because the bank does not receive sufficient credit to 
justify the effort.  

Community Readiness Activities 
+ Development planning. Technical 

assistance to develop plans for 
CRA- eligible economic 
development efforts.  

+ Investment readiness. Build 
capacity required to attract 
external investment. 

+ Data and measurement 
infrastructure. Internal and at 
CRA-eligible partner organizations 
(e.g., CDFIs, SBICs, 501(c)3s, etc.), 
this is crucial to help attract 
public and private social capital.  

Potential Impact: Regulatory clarification of qualifying CRA expenditures 
on technical assistance (hours, grants, investments) related to Community 
Readiness Activities will support community-centric economic 
development by leveling the playing field for communities that need capital 
and those that can invest.  
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